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ABSTRACT 

 Melanoma is one of the most common types of cancer and is characterized 

by its aggressiveness and tendency to cause metastasis even after removal of 

the primary tumour, with a survival rate of only 24% after it takes place. The high 

level of angiogenesis showcased by all cancerous processes and particularly 

melanoma plays a significant role in this process; nevertheless, we lack a detailed 

model of the architecture of this cancer-induced new vasculature and the possible 

information it would provide for its palliation and prevention. 

Single Plane Illumination Microscopy (SPIM) can be used to generate high 

resolution 3D images of tissue samples while preserving their original structure 

intact and thus the relevance of said data for clinical applications. SPIM imaging 

is performed in combination with the CUBIC (Clear, Unobstructed Brain Imaging 

Cocktails) optical tissue clearing protocol and immunohistochemistry (IHC) 

vasculature labelling methods to study human melanoma samples and obtain a 

3D reconstruction of its structure. 

This project focused on the optimization of the CUBIC protocol coupled 

with IHC for effective use on human melanoma samples for the generation of 

truthful 3D models of its vasculature. The clearing protocol details and lengths 

were adjusted for maximum efficiency with the best possible result, while the 

specifics of the required image acquisition and processing steps were assessed 

in their difficulty and feasibility. 

In the end, high-quality 3D images of human melanoma vasculature were 

successfully generated and visualized, paving the way for further future studies.  
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1. - INTRODUCTION 

1.1 - MOTIVATION 

 Melanoma is one of the most common types of cancer that represents 

around 1,5% of all diagnosed tumours across both genders, with around 160.000 

new cases being diagnosed each year [1] and also the most dangerous form of 

skin cancer. 

 While melanoma is not deadly on its own, and is actually curable in most 

cases as long as it is recognized and treated early (with a 98.7% 5-year survival 

rate for localized melanomas) [2] [3], survival rates plummet as soon as 

metastasis takes place, with a 5-year survival rate of 24% for distant (stage IV) 

melanoma [3]. 

The virulence of its metastasis and its tendency to relapse even after 

surgical removal makes it crucial to decipher the mechanisms for these 

processes in order to understand the inner workings of its appearance, growth 

and, most importantly, high level of invasiveness. In order to do so, it would be 

very useful to obtain detailed structural information, but the current procedures 

and techniques limit us to a 2D environment, potentially losing valuable 

information of the real in vivo 3D architecture of melanoma. 

1.2 - CLINICAL BACKGROUND 

 As with many other cancerous processes, melanoma develops when the 

DNA present in skin cells (mainly melanocytes) is irreparably damaged, usually 

by prolonged exposition to UV radiation as in sunburn. This, in turn, triggers 

mutations potentially amplified by pre-existing genetic defects and causes cells 

to multiply uncontrollably, generate malignant tumours and invade and spread to 

other parts of the body. 

Certain genetic factors can increase susceptibility to melanoma to varying 

degrees; one such example is melanocortin 1 receptor (MC1R), in which loss-of-

function mutations are associated with the presence of red hair, light skin and a 

decreased ability to tan, also increasing melanoma risk [4]. Likewise, mutations 

in the cyclin dependent kinase inhibitor 2A (CDKN2A) gene are associated with 

melanoma. CDKN2A codes instructions for the p16 (INK4A) and p14 (ARF) 

proteins, both of which are tumour suppressors. Mutations causing loss-of-

function for the p16 protein can be found in up to 40% of familial melanomas (in 

which multiple family members develop the cancer) [5] [6]. 

Melanoma metastasizes through the lymphatic system and systemic 

circulation, with up to 50% of melanomas spreading to nearby lymph nodes first; 

the higher the number of nodes affected, the higher the risk of systematic and 

systemic metastasis and the worse the prognosis. Likewise, the thickness of the 
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original tumour is proportional to the metastasis risk posed by it. The most 

common sites for melanoma metastasis propagation are lungs, liver and brain 

[4]. 

The average age for melanoma diagnosis is 50, though the prevalence of 

young adults and even children being diagnosed is increasing steadily [7]. The 

high level of heterogeneity posed by melanoma means there is no unique or 

specific clinical presentation, with the only significant clinical cue being pigmented 

skin lesions with changes over a period of time; the actual in-depth presentation 

will vary depending on the histopathological type of tumour growth. When such 

potential signs of its presence are perceived, a histological study can be 

performed in order to ascertain its existence in the region of interest. 

There are four main histopathological types: superficial spreading 

melanoma (SSM), nodular melanoma (NM), lentigo maligna melanoma (LMM), 

and acral lentiginous melanoma (ALM). [7] 

 

1.3 – VASCULATURE AND ANGIOGENESIS  

Angiogenesis is the process in which new blood vessels are created from 

existing ones, as opposed to vasculogenesis, which takes place during the 

embryonic stage and consists on de novo vessel formation. Said existing vessels 

grow by two different processes: sprouting and splitting [8]. 

Figure 1: Examples of the main melanoma types. 1) Superficial 
Spreading Melanoma 2) Nodular Melanoma 3) Lentigo Maligna 
Melanoma 4) Acral Lentiginous Melanoma [7] 

1 2 

3 4 
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While it is a vital process for development and repair (in wound healing), it 

also plays a crucial role in the development of tumours and the possibility for them 

to transition from a benign state to a malignant one. Cells require nutrients and 

other substances such as oxygen to grow and keep their vital functions active; 

more so in the case of cancer cells, as their uncontrolled growth and division rate 

requires a constant and lasting supply of said substances in great and increasing 

quantities in order to be maintained. The lack of said supply results in the 

maximum size of the tumour being limited by the diffusion of the nutrients; in the 

case of oxygen, this value is between 100 μm and several mm, resulting in 

avascular tumours not being able to exceed a few millimetres in size [9]. 

In normal circumstances, both pro-angiogenic and anti-angiogenic agents 

are in effect, maintaining the balance and preventing the process from actually 

taking place, and it’s only when angiogenic signals are more prevalent that the 

process begins. There are several different factors that can trigger these signals, 

including but not limited to, stresses (both metabolic and mechanical), immune 

responses or genetic mutations; likewise, pro- and anti-angiogenic molecules can 

be produced by different types of cells or even the extra-cellular matrix [10]. 

Nevertheless, the angiogenesis processes triggered by cancer cells are as 

functionally abnormal as the cells themselves, showcasing noticeable differences 

with respect to normal non-pathologic vessels. For example, tumour vasculature 

greatly lacks organization and homogeneity, with a wide range of diameter 

values, excessive branching and inefficient trails. This causes blood flow to be 

chaotic and creates hypoxic regions, which in turn causes a “natural selection” 

for the more aggressive and metastatic cells. Likewise, the endothelium is 

abhorrent and non-uniform, with some sections lined with a mix of cancer cells 

[10]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

While the spread of cancer cells through circulation to produce metastasis 

is extremely ineffective statistics-wise (only 0.01% of cancer cells that leave the 

original tumour end up causing a metastatic process), the massive amounts of 

cells present in tumours and the defective nature of the vasculature that supplies 

them (most notably its “leakiness”) ensures a high number of cancer cells will be 

Figure 2: Model of angiogenesis and metastasis in cancer processes [55]. 
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released into the bloodstream and have the potential to engraft in other regions 

of the body and even replace normal tissue, with the ensuing damage to body 

functions. 

Melanoma is no exception to this, and in fact a high level of angiogenesis 

is characteristic of cutaneous melanomas [11]. Melanoma tumour cells produce 

several growth factors involved in rapid angiogenesis in large quantities, including 

Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor (VEGF) and Basic Fibroblast Growth Factor 

(bFGF) [12]. 

Currently there isn’t any detailed and through model for the structure of the 

new vasculature produced during melanoma-induced abnormal angiogenesis in 

humans, with only certain animal models including the Bomirski hamster 

melanoma (BHM) [13]. Due to the absence of these models, we lack information 

on whether said structure could display any specific patterns or trends that could 

prove relevant to the prevention or palliation of angiogenesis in melanoma 

processes. 

1.4 - FLUORESCENCE MICROSCOPY 

 Conventional or basic optical microscopy consists on the use of visible 

light in combination with an arrangement of lenses and magnifications in order to 

obtain detailed images of small-scale objects or samples. No exact date for its 

invention is known, but the use of magnifying glasses date as far back as the 

early days of the use of eyeglasses, in the 13th century [14]. Rival Dutch 

spectacle-makers Zaccharias Janssen and Hans Lippershey are both supposed 

to have built the first compound microscope around 1590, but the actual 

circumstances are a matter of debate [15]. 

As a field of study, microscopy has existed as far back as the 17th century, 

with Galileo Galilei’s illustrations of insects being the first documentation of use 

of a compound microscope for such studies [16]. Antonie van Leeuwenhoek 

(1632-1723) is considered one of the first acknowledged microscopists and 

microbiologists, and he was the first to describe single-cell organisms observed 

with his home-made microscope, paving the way for the use of microscopy as a 

key tool in the field of cell and molecular biology [17]. The term “cell” as used to 

describe biological organisms was coined by Robert Hooke after his observation 

of plants with a microscope showed their structure to be similar to that of the cells 

of a honeycomb [18]. 

 Another fundamental event in the history of microscopy is the major 

breakthrough represented by the discovery of fluorescence by George G. Stokes 

in 1852, with the potential it showcased to be used in combination with 

microscopy to great effect; nevertheless, the actual application of those principles 

to microscopy would have to wait until the 1930, with fluorophores slowly being 
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incorporated into biomedical scientific investigations to stain elements of interest 

[19]. 

 Fluorescence is a luminescence process that consists on the absorption 

and subsequent re-radiation of light by both organic and inorganic specimens. 

The difference in time between the absorption of the incident excitation light and 

the emission due to fluorescence is negligible, usually less than a microsecond 

in value. Fluorescence is also known as phosphorescence when the emission 

persist after the excitation light is no longer present. The emitted light is always 

of a longer wavelength than that of the excitation light, and some atoms and 

molecules have specific excitation values for which the emitted light will always 

correspond to a certain (higher) wavelength [19] [20]. These molecules are known 

as fluorophores. 

 Fluorescence microscopy takes advantage of this phenomena by exciting 

particular fluorophores with light of their matching excitation wavelengths, and 

then detecting the emitted light (as its emission wavelength is known and can be 

isolated). This detection is carried out by a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera, 

which allows for the digitalization of the image data and its further storage, 

visualization and processing. 

 

The actual presence of fluorophores in a sample can be due to 

endogenous sources (intrinsic fluorophores) or due to them being added to the 

sample to provide fluorescence during the test itself. Examples of methods to add 

fluorophores are genetic modifications to express them (e.g. Green Fluorescence 

Protein, GFP or its variations, originally purified from Aequorea Victoria [21]) or 

Figure 3: Jablonski diagram showcasing the mechanisms of 
fluorescence (Green) and phosphorescence (Red) after absorption 
of the excitation light (Blue) and subsequent shift to a higher-energy 
state (Sn). [54] 
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the chemical manipulation to label specific cells or proteins, known as 

Immunohistochemistry (IHC). 

Nevertheless, fluorescence microscopy does have its downsides, such as 

the phenomenon known as “photo bleaching”, where a fluorophore permanently 

loses its ability to emit fluorescence. This is caused by the loss of its bonds or 

interactions with other molecules or the creation of irreversible bonds due to the 

repeated transition from the excited singlet state to the triplet state by subsequent 

excitations [22]. Therefore, the amount of excitation and emission cycles for a 

particular fluorophore is limited, and by extension so is the number of images that 

can be obtained from a particular sample. 

 Another important limitation in fluorescence microscopy is the sample 

thickness or size, as the working distance of the objectives and the transparency 

of the samples require very thin samples (between 5 and 50 μm) in order to be 

effective. 

1.4.1 - CONFOCAL MICROSCOPY 

 Confocal microscopy is a microscopy technique based on the use of a 

spatial “pinhole” to block out-of-focus light and thus increase resolution and 

contrast in the focused sample [23].  

Confocal microscopy allows recording optical “sections” by illuminating 

and observing a single diffraction limited spot with the two beams concurring in 

its focus, and thus the name “confocal”. While this provides some benefits such 

as deeper layers retaining focus and crispness, the most important upside is the 

ability to obtain three-dimensional information of microscopic features to a limited 

extent, by acquiring subsequent images along the z-axis and going through a 

reconstruction process afterwards [24]. 

As it is an incident-light method, the light penetration under the surface will 

depend on several factors, but a standard thickness value for confocal 

microscopy in standard applications for biology is around 50 µm [25]. 
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1.4.2 - SPIM MICROSCOPY 

 Selective Plane Illumination Microscopy (SPIM), also known as Light-

Sheet Fluorescence Microscopy (LSFM) is a fluorescence microscopy technique 

based on the use of a light sheet for illumination of the sample, as opposed to a 

wide field (as in conventional microscopes) or a single focus point (as in confocal 

microscopes). 

 In SPIM, an illumination laser beam is passed through a cylindrical lens 

causing it to refract into a laser sheet, which in turn is guided through an 

illumination objective to reduce aberrations and to improve the focus. The 

detection path is placed orthogonal to the illumination one, with the focal plane 

located at the intersection of the two axes; this is also where the narrower area 

of the laser sheet is located, in order to ensure the sheet remains planar in shape. 

Figure 4: Confocal microscopy basis for excitation of the sample 
(green) and detection of the emitted lights (red), based on the 
use of the pinhole for improved focus and background 
information exclusion [24]. 
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As with confocal microscopy, the elimination of the background 

illumination through the limitation of the excitation to a single plane reduces the 

photodamage to the areas of the sample out of focus at each point of the 

acquisition and increases contrast and crispness of the images. Said damage 

can be very substantial when samples are scanned for long periods of time and 

several times in a row, with the final reduction when compared to wide-field 

methods reaching several orders of magnitude after taking this into account. 

This technique also provides higher resolution (up to subcellular scale) and 

much faster speed than other non-invasive imaging modalities such as magnetic 

resonance imaging (MRI) and X-ray computerized tomography (CT) [26]. 

The sample is moved stepwise in the z-axis in order to acquire parallel 

planar images throughout the whole sample, with the z-resolution being limited 

by the width of the laser sheet (usually around a few micrometres) and the 

precision of the motors used for the automated translation of the sample during 

acquisition (amounting to micrometres as well in most cases). 

The lateral resolution of the system is dependent on the detection optics 

and the wavelength of the emission photons, as determined by the Rayleigh 

equation: 

𝑟 = 0.61 ×
λ

𝑁𝐴
  

  

Figure 5: Basic SPIM layout with top and side views of the standard configuration and detail of 
the sample placement with respect to the illumination and detection planes and the light sheet 
width. [26] 
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Where: 

 𝒓 is the resolution, representing the minimum distance between two 

points that can be perceived as separated by the system. 

 𝛌 is the wavelength (in nm) of the emission light from the fluorophore. 

 𝑁𝐴 is the numerical aperture of the lens, which corresponds to the 

range of angles over which the objective can gather light. 

A Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) or Complementary Metal Oxide Silicon 

(CMOS) camera is placed after the objective in order to perform the acquisition 

itself. Standard 2D images are stored to compose a stack for further 

reconstruction into a 3D volume. 

Most SPIM layouts include more than one excitation laser in their design, 

allowing for the fast sequential acquisition of data in different channels without 

the need to physically replace or swap the emission devices; this also allows for 

a later stitching of the channels and their overlay in order to compare data across 

them and obtain further relevant spatial information. 

Nevertheless, and as with the other microscopy techniques, SPIM still has 

shortcomings, the most relevant ones being light penetration through the sample 

(limited by its opacity) and scattering of the emitted fluorescence; both have 

negative effects on image quality and the requirement for transparent samples in 

order to achieve maximum efficiency and quality. 

1.5 - OPTICAL TISSUE CLEARING 

 As most microscopy and imaging modalities are ultimately restricted by the 

opacity of the sample and the light scattering and absorption, optical clearing 

methods have been developed with the purpose of removing said opacity and 

making biological samples transparent. This process is mainly intended for use 

on large samples (between 100 μm and several cm), as these are hardly ever 

transparent and thus impossible to scan without resorting to alternatives such as 

physical slicing, which complicates the reconstruction process damaging 

important spatial information [27]. 

Opacity is caused by differences in the way the components of a material 

interact with light going through it. One of the main properties pertaining to this 

interaction is the refractive index RI, the speed of propagation of light compared 

to vacuum (as a measure of how much slower said propagation is). While light 

scattering takes place as long as any molecules are present and only a total 

vacuum is free of it, differences in properties such as RI across the whole sample 

causes the scattering to not be uniform, which in turn is what provides opacity 

[28]. 
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Most tissue clearing methods used nowadays achieve their goal by 

homogenizing the refractive indexes of all the different substances present in the 

samples through the use of chemical or physical procedures. For example, as 

lipids are an important source of heterogeneous scattering, some methods 

consist on their removal from the tissue. 

 Some examples of the most commonly used methods are BABB [29], 

CLARITY [30], CUBIC [31], uDISCO [32], Scale [33] and SeeDB [34]. These all 

sought to find which possible mixes of organic acids, sugars, alcohols or other 

organic solvents could be used as tissue clearing agents. Still, a critical point of 

the process is the preservation of tissue organization and fluorophore 

functionality (in the case of fluorescence microscopy); thus, while some of those 

methods prove to be easy, affordable and highly reproducible, their 

incompatibility with immunohistochemistry or other similar labelling techniques 

render them of little use for most applications. Such is the case of BABB, for 

example, as it quenches fluorescent proteins and thus cannot be used in 

combination with fluorescence microscopy. 

 The CUBIC (Clear, Unobstructed Brain Imaging Cocktails) method is 

perfectly compatible with IHC studies, and is also affordable and relatively quick, 

more so when compared with other IHC-compatible methods; Clarity takes 

several weeks, and Scale takes months, while CUBIC takes around 10 days at 

its maximum. CUBIC has already been studied and proven to be effective and 

provide relevant results in other tissues, including chicken embryos [35] and 

mouse hearts [36] [37], showcasing its potential application and its suitability for 

this project. 

UNCLEARED TISSUE SAMPLE CLEARED TISSUE SAMPLE 

Figure 6: Behaviour of fluorescent light in  normal (uncleared) tissues and cleared 
samples. Uncleared samples have heterogeneous refractive indexes and cause 
scattering and/or disappearance of the emitted fluorescence, while cleared tissues 
don't have this problem. 
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1.6 - IMMUNOHISTOCHEMISTRY 

 Immunohistochemistry (IHC) is a microscopy-based technique used to 

visualize specific cell components or molecules in tissue samples, providing 

information on the presence (or absence) of the target substances and their 

location within the cellular structure of the tissue [38]. 

 The classical IHC approach is based on the use of antibodies to target 

epitopes in the target molecules or structures with a high specificity. This process 

is usually followed by a second set of antibodies that target the first antibodies 

with a similarly high specificity; said secondary antibodies are labelled with a 

reporter molecule (usually a fluorophore) to signal the location of the primary 

antibodies and by extension the target molecules. It is also possible to use 

labelled primary antibodies, skipping the secondary antibody step and obtaining 

the signal right away [39]. 

  

Figure 7: Basics of immunohistochemistry Fluorophore-coupled antibodies are used either directly 
to trace the target or indirectly to trace the primary antibodies; the sample is then examined for 
fluorescence [58]. 
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2. - PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

 The main purpose of this project is the optimization of the CUBIC protocol 

for the clearing of human melanoma samples in combination with 

immunohistochemistry in order to be able to obtain detailed 3D images of the 

structure of the melanoma with crucial spatial information on target cells and 

molecules. SPIM imaging will be used for this purpose, due to its focus on the 

preservation of the 3D structure of the samples with respect to other microscopy 

techniques and its status as a novel and not yet fully exploited imaging modality. 

Likewise, actual human melanoma samples from patient biopsies will be used (as 

opposed to in vitro cell cultures or models), to ensure the relevance of the project 

and its results for clinical use. 

The main feature this project will extract information from in order to 

validate this process will be the vasculature, due to the importance of 

angiogenesis in tumour development and metastasis (particularly relevant in the 

case of melanoma) and of the actual 3D layout of said vasculature, on which we 

currently lack detailed information. 

2.1 - OBJECTIVES 

 Optimization of the CUBIC and CUBIC 1-A tissue clearing protocols in 

human melanoma samples. 

 Study of the impact of the tissue clearing process on the structure of the 

samples to check if any changes take place that could affect the results. 

 Acquisition of confocal microscopy and SPIM images of IHC-stained 

vasculature for later 3D reconstruction. 

 Correction of artefacts and noise present in the acquired images and 

processing for 3D reconstruction and rendering.  
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3. - MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 This section will focus on the materials, processes and methods used over 

the course of this project. 

3.1.- Melanoma Biopsy Sample 

The sample used for this study was sourced from a clinical case. The 

patient was an elderly male that developed a case of amelanotic desmoplastic 

melanoma on the skin of his back. Diagnosis didn’t take place until late into the 

fourth stage of tumour development, and by that time, full malignancy had been 

reached and metastasis had taken place. The primary tumour was surgically 

removed, but the metastasis proved fatal and the patient died not long after 

surgery. The samples were provided by Dr. Sanchez Mateos and their use for 

this project was done under informed consent and approved by the Hospital’s 

Ethics Committee. 

Desmoplastic melanoma is a histologically uncommon variant of 

melanoma, with less than 4% of all primary melanoma cases belonging to that 

group [40]. It is more prevalent on elderly males, and usually presents as an 

enlarged area of thickened skin that may lack pigmentation in the case of 

amelanotic DMs; this means it can appear clinically benign at first due to the 

absence of the common ABCD (Asymmetry, Border irregularity, Colour variation, 

large Diameter) signs of melanoma and it similarity to other benign non-

cancerous skin lesions [41] [42]. This fact could explain the late discovery and 

diagnosis of this particular case, and thus enabled the tumour to grow past the 

local stages and reach the point of metastasis. 

 

Surgery took place in 2018, and the sample was stored at 4ºC in a 

Phosphate-Buffered Saline (PBS) 1x solution with 0.02% Sodium Azide. PBS is 

Figure 8: Typical presentation of amelanotic desmoplastic 
melanoma. © DermNet New Zealand [56]. 
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an isotonic buffer solution widely used in biological research due to its non-toxicity 

to cells, while sodium azide (NaN3) is a highly toxic inorganic compound used to 

preserve samples and prevent bacterial growth and contamination. 

The original tumour had both supracutaneous and subcutaneous regions, 

but it was divided into pieces and separated for its use in other studies. 

 

 An initial sample of 8 mm x 10 mm x 1 mm was used for the first 

experiment; the clearing process allows for the use of samples up to 1 mm in 

thickness for even though light penetration doesn’t reach the full depth in a single 

sweep, reaching up to 500 µm in the confocal microscope. 

 Other used sample was 15 mm x 10 mm x 3.5 mm in size, and was used 

for SPIM imaging, as the thickness was too high for use in confocal microscopy. 

1 

2 

Figure 9: A) original melanoma sample after surgical removal, with the (1) 
supracutaneous and (2) subcutaneous areas highlighted. B) Final samples used for 
the project. Each square in the reference grid has a width of 50 mm. 

A B 

A B 

Figure 10: A) thin slice used for confocal and SPIM imaging and B) thick slice 
used for SPIM only. 
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3.2.- CUBIC 

 The CUBIC (Clear, Unobstructed Brain Imaging Cocktails) protocol is 

simple and efficient and uses hydrophilic reagents to remove lipids (main cause 

of tissue opacity) from the tissue and to homogenize the refractive indexes of the 

remaining substances while preserving tissue characteristics and structures and 

leaving fluorophores unaffected [31]. 

 It consists of two different mixtures, Reactive 1 (R1) and Reactive 2 (R2); 

the first one is in charge of removing the lipids, while the second one applies the 

RI homogenization. 

3.2.1.- R1 

 R1 is composed of N,N,N,N-tetrakis(2-hydroxypropyl)ethylenediamine 

(25% wt), Urea (25% wt), Triton X-100 (Sigma-Aldrich) (15% wt) and distilled 

water (40% wt). 

Urea solubilizes proteins without causing denaturation, a behaviour that 

requires a fine control of the concentration in order to take place as intended; 

Triton X-100 is a commercial detergent that acts as the main lipid remover; and 

N,N,N,N-tetrakis(2-hydroxypropyl)ethylenediamine decolorizes any traces of 

blood and solubilizes tissue. 

3.2.2.- R1-A 

 R1-A is an alternate variant of R1 for use in the modified CUBIC 1-A 

protocol, as an improvement on the original CUBIC protocol [43]. R1-A was 

developed to provide even better fluorescence preservation and also provide a 

higher degree of clearing at the end of the process when compared to the original 

[44]. 

 R1-A includes the same components as standard R1, but with different 

concentration values: Urea (10% wt), Triton X-100 (10% wt), Tetrakis (5% wt) 

and distilled water (75% wt). It also includes NaCl 25 mM, used to prevent an 

excessive swelling of the samples and to neutralize the pH, providing a better 

protection for the epitopes of IHC-targeted proteins and enhancing Ab docking. 

3.2.3.- R2 

 R2 is composed of urea (25% wt), sucrose (50% wt), triethanolamine (10% 

wt) and distilled water (15% wt). 

This reactive is used to homogenize the refractory indexes of the samples 

to a value around 1.48 and is what allows for the minimal scattering of light and 

enables the study of the sample through fluorescence microscopy. R2 can be 

applied right after R1 has run its course in the case of samples with endogenous 

fluorescence (e.g. transgenics), but when coupled with IHC it must be used after 
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the staining has been carried out in order to ensure the proper adjustment of RIs 

and avoid the loss of transparency caused by the intermediate washing steps 

between R1 and IHC and between primary and secondary antibody phases. 

 

3.3.- Immunohistochemistry 

The IHC study applied to the samples during the process used DAPI stain 

and anti-Factor VIII antibodies. 

3.3.1.- DAPI 

 DAPI (4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole) is a DNA-binding fluorescent dye 

widely used in fluorescence microscopy due to its ability to pass through intact 

cell membranes. It lacks specificity to any cell type in particular and binds to the 

nuclei of any cell it can access, which makes it unsuited as the single staining 

agent for an experiment. 

 DAPI, Dihydrochloride (Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany) was aliquoted 

in samples of 15 µl and kept at 4ºC until they were used throughout the project. 

3.3.5.- Factor VIII 

 Factor VIII (FVIII) is a coagulation factor that partakes in the process of 

blood-clotting and is widely present in the bloodstream in its inactive form until a 

site of injury is reached. As the samples used in this project were not perfused or 

otherwise had the blood removed in any way, FVIII was used as a marker for 

blood and by extension vasculature. 

Figure 11: Example of CUBIC protocol and workflow 
showcased in chicken embryo brain [35]. 
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 Agilent Dako Anti-Factor VIII von Willebrand FLEX Rabbit polyclonal 

primary antibody (Agilent Technologies, Inc., Santa Clara, USA) was aliquoted in 

samples of 10 µl and kept at 4ºC until they were used throughout the project. 

3.3.6.- Secondary Antibody 

 Secondary antibodies are tagged with a fluorophore for identification 

through the fluorescence imaging and bind specifically to the corresponding 

primary antibodies. There is a wide range of secondary Abs with different target 

species and attached fluorophores, and they should all be coordinated and laid 

out to prevent overlap across the Ab target species (from the primary antibodies) 

and the fluorophore emission and excitation lights; otherwise, the secondary Abs 

could target a type of primary Abs other than the one they were assigned or signal 

from different secondary Abs could be captured when exciting a single set of 

wavelengths. 

 In this case, Anti-Rabbit Donkey secondary antibody was used. Two 

different fluorophore variants were considered, AlexaFluor 488 and AlexaFluor 

647, but previous experiments involving SPIM imaging using the same 

fluorophores showed less autofluorescence in tissues when using higher 

wavelengths [45], so 647 was chosen for the definitive acquisition of the final 

samples. 

Invitrogen AlexaFluor 488 polyclonal donkey anti-rabbit and AlexaFluor 

647 polyclonal donkey anti-rabbit secondary antibodies (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific, Waltham, USA) were aliquoted in samples of 10 µl and kept at -40ºC 

until they were used throughout the project. 

3.4.- CUBIC and IHC Protocols 

Two different CUBIC + IHC protocols were used in the project; the first one 

followed the original CUBIC recipe and was used on the thinner block, whereas 

the second one used the improved CUBIC 1-A procedure with R1-A replacing 

standard R1 and was adjusted for use on thicker samples. 

3.4.1.- CUBIC and IHC Protocol for Thin Samples 

The protocol used for the thin samples was as follows: 

1. Full immersion in fresh R1 with DAPI in 1:2000 concentration. 

Incubated at 37ºC in agitation for 3 days. 

2. Three separate washes of 20 mins each using PBS 1x. 

3. Full immersion in primary antibody solution (Ab1) with DAPI at 

1:2000 and anti-F8 primary Ab at 1:1000 concentration. Incubated 

at 37ºC in agitation overnight. 

4. Six separate washes of 20 mins each using Phosphate-Buffered 

saline with Triton X-100 (PBT) 0.1% washing solution. 
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5. Full immersion in secondary antibody solution (Ab2) with 

AlexaFluor 488 anti-rabbit secondary Ab at 1:250 concentration. 

Incubated at 37ºC in agitation overnight. 

6. Three separate washes of 20 mins each using PBT 0.1% washing 

solution. 

7. Full immersion in fresh R2. Incubated at 37ºC in agitation 

overnight.  

 

3.4.2.- CUBIC 1-A and IHC Protocol for Thick Samples 

The protocol used for the thick samples was as follows: 

1. Full immersion in fresh R1. Incubated at 37ºC in agitation for 3 

days. 

2. Full immersion in fresh R1 with DAPI 1:1000. Incubated at 37ºC in 

agitation for 4 days. 

3. Six separate washes of 20 mins each using PBS 1x. 

4. Full immersion in primary antibody solution (Ab1) with anti-F8 

primary Ab at 1:1000 concentration. Incubated at 37ºC in agitation 

for 3 days. 

5. Six separate washes of 20 mins each using PBT 0.1% washing 

solution. 

6. Full immersion in secondary antibody solution (Ab2) with 

AlexaFluor 647 anti-rabbit secondary Ab at 1:250 concentration. 

Incubated at 37ºC in agitation for 3 days. 

7. Three separate washes of 20 mins each using PBT 0.1% washing 

solution. 

8. Full immersion in R2. Incubated at 37ºC in agitation overnight. 

 

3.5.- Transparency Measurement 

The transparency of the original and cleared samples was measured using 

a Nikon Eclipse E800 (Nikon Instruments Inc., Tokyo, Japan) bright field 

microscope with a Nikon Plan UW 2x/0.06 WD 7.5 objective (Nikon Instruments 

Inc., Tokyo, Japan) and connected to a Nikon DXM1200F digital microscopy 

camera (Nikon Instruments Inc., Tokyo, Japan). The light source was located 

below the sample and unfiltered images were taken with the light intensity set to 

R1 + 

DAPI 

Ab1 + 

DAPI 

Ab2 + 

DAPI 

 

R2 PBS PBT PBT 

 

R1 
Ab1 + 

DAPI 

 

Ab2 
 

R2 PBS PBT PBT 
R1 + 

DAPI 
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the minimum value of 3, as the standard value 

for digital photography of 11 requires the use of 

optical filters to reduce intensity and prevent 

dazzlement. 

First of all, reference pictures were 

taken without any sample under the lens, with 

only the slides used to hold the samples in 

place (SuperFrostTM, Fisher Scientific UK Ltd, 

Leicestershire, United Kingdom) in order to 

obtain a baseline value for the unobstructed 

light intensity. Then, images were acquired 

with the samples under the objective to detect 

the intensity of light that managed to traverse 

them. Three different images of different areas 

of each sample were taken in order to obtain a 

relevant amount of measurements and reduce 

the possible errors of the measurements. 

 The transparency of the samples was measured through the Beer-Lambert 

law by calculating the attenuation coefficient of the tissue. 

The attenuation coefficient is a measure of how easy it is for energy or 

matter (in the form of light, radiation, sound, etc.) to pass through a material. The 

AC represents how much attenuation the beam suffers, with higher values 

representing a faster attenuation and lower values a much slower one; in the case 

of light, transparency is inversely proportional to the attenuation coefficient: the 

higher the AC, the lower the transparency. 

The equation used in this process was as follows: 

I = I0𝑒−𝜇𝐿 

Where: 

 I is the intensity of the light passing through the sample. 

 I0 is the original light intensity prior to attenuation. 

 μ is the attenuation coefficient of the sample in mm-1. 

 L is the thickness of the sample at the point of passing. 

 

 

Figure 12: Nikon Eclipse E800 
microscope and DXM1200F digital 
camera used for the project. 
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The calculation of the value for μ was implemented in a script for the 

MATLAB® numerical computing environment and programming language. The 

full code is available in the Annex for this document, but a brief summary of the 

process follows: 

1. Load a reference image for the value of I0, captured without any 

sample under the objective, and convert the image from RGB to 

Grayscale/Absolute Intensity. 

2. Manually select three small square regions in the image to obtain 

the mean intensity value inside them. 

3. Load the target image of the sample and convert it from RGB to 

Grayscale/Absolute Intensity as well. 

4. Manually select three small square regions in the image to obtain 

the mean intensity value inside them. 

5. Calculate the mean value of all 3 measurements from the 

reference (Step 2) and the target (Step 4). 

6. Manually introduce the thickness of the sample as L. 

7. Use the total mean value from the reference as I0 and from the 

target as I and calculate the final value of μ. 

The output of the script is the calculated value for the attenuation 

coefficient in mm-1. 

Transparency values were measured at different time points: prior to 

clearing, after finishing R1/R1-A and after finishing R2. 

3.6.- Histology and Transmission Electron Microscopy 

Optical histological microscopy and  Transmission Electron microscopy 

were used to obtain images of the tissues before and after the CUBIC process 

was applied and to assess whether there was any significant effect on the 

structure and layout of tissues that could alter the results from the confocal and 

SPIM imaging studies. 

For the conventional images, Hematoxylin Eosin staining was used. H&E 

is the gold standard for histology and medical diagnosis and is capable of 

displaying a wide range of cellular and extracellular features and elements. 

Proteins and nucleoli are non-specifically stained by eosin, giving them a pink 

hue, while hematoxylin binds to nucleic acids and gives them a blue or purplish 

tone [46]. H&E staining is incompatible with immunofluorescence and H&E-

stained samples cannot be used for confocal or SPIM screening; thus, very thin 

slices of both cleared and uncleared samples were cut and separated for use in 

the H&E and electron microscopy studies. 
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The device used for the H&E conventional 

microscopy images is the same as the one used 

for the transparency measurements, with the 

illumination source power set to the standard 

value of 11 as recommended for digital image 

acquisition using the attached digital camera. The 

same 2x objective was used for this purpose, as 

well as 10x, 20x and 40x ones, from the same 

manufacturer and product series (Nikon 

Instruments Inc., Tokyo, Japan). 

For the electron microscopy images, a 

JEOL JEM – 100SX Transmission Electron 

Microscope (JEOL, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) from the 

Pathologic Anatomy department of the hospital 

was used.  

 

3.7.- Image Acquisition 

 The final images acquired as data for this project were taken with a 

commercial confocal microscope and with a custom-built SPIM device. 

3.7.1.- Confocal Microscope 

 Confocal microscopy was used to assess the efficiency of the CUBIC 

protocol and the immunohistochemistry process and ensure no deficiencies or 

mistakes had happened that could affect them and by extension the results of the 

SPIM images and the 3D reconstruction. 

 Images were acquired using a Leica TCS SPE Confocal microscope 

(Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany) with a Leica ACS APO 10x/0.30 CS and 

a Leica ACS APO 20x/0.60 IMM CORR objectives. 20x images required the 

placement of a glycerol drop between the objective and the sample-carrying slide 

in order to allow proper focusing. 

3.7.2.- SPIM Setup 

 The SPIM microscope used for this project was custom-built by Dr. Jorge 

Ripoll Lorenzo (Departamento de Bioingeniería e Ingeniería Aeroespacial, 

Universidad Carlos III de Madrid) for the Medical Imaging Laboratory group of the 

Instituto de Investigación Sanitaria Gregorio Marañon. 

 The microscope includes 5 different excitation lasers (Roithner 

Lasertechnik GmbH, Vienna, Austria) whose beams are directed towards a single 

cylindrical lens (Thorlabs Inc., Newton, USA) through the use of a motorized 

Figure 13: JEOL JEM – 100SX Electron 
Microscope used for the project. 
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system of mirrors. Before they reach the lens, an adjustable filter wheel with 

optical filters of varying density control the intensity of the beam as requested by 

the Opt3D Experiment SPIM software. As the laser beams pass through the lens, 

they are transformed into a light sheet, which then goes through an infinity 

corrected Mitutoyo M PLAN APO 5X/0.14 illumination objective (Mitutoyo 

Corporation, Kawasaki, Japan), directing it towards the sample. 

Table 1: List of available excitation lasers and emission filters, with the matching fluorescent dyes 
and the bandwidth values. 

Fluorophore/Dye Excitation Laser λ 

(nm) 

Emission Filter 

(nm) 

Bandwidth 

(nm) 

DAPI 405 475 50 

AlexaFluor 488, 

GFP 

473 534 40 

AlexaFluor 555, 

Cy3 

532 607 70 

AlexaFluor 594, 

mCherry 

590 624 40 

AlexaFluor 647, 

Cy5 

635 670 10 

 

The sample is placed inside a glass cuvette (Hellma Analytics, Müllheim, 

Germany) and held in place by a Zaber T-LS28E motorized rotating stage (Zaber 

Technologies Inc., Vancouver, Canada); said rotating stage is in turn connected 

to a three-axis Zaber T-LS28E motorized translation stage, allowing movement 

of the sample in all three axes X,Y and Z. Movement of the stages is adjusted 

with control knobs, the Opt3D Experiment SPIM software, and with a Zaber X-

JOY3  joystick with control over the X and Y axis; the Z axis cannot be controlled 

directly with the joystick, and must be adjusted through the software or manually 

with the knob. 
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The cuvette is filled with an oily solution with a specific Refractory Index 

value (the same as that of R2 and CUBIC-cleared samples); while originally 

intended to be filled with a custom-tailored laboratory solution, a much more 

affordable and widely available commercial alternative was found in the form of 

the Johnson’s Baby Oil (Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, USA). Johnson’s 

oil has the exact same properties as the original solution including the RI value, 

and was verified to work as a replacement in previous experiments. 

 

Figure 14: Basic SPIM layout [57]. 

Figure 15: Actual SPIM setup. The laser beams and the guiding mirrors are placed inside a 
protective case to prevent external interference and to protect the user from the laser beams. 
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As the excitation laser sheet reaches the sample, fluorescence takes place 

and light is emitted by the fluorophores present in the sample. This light is 

captured by a detection objective perpendicular to the illumination plane; there 

are three different available objectives depending on the magnification wanted 

for the images: 

 Mitutoyo M PLAN APO 2x/0.055 ∞ / 0 F = 200 

 Mitutoyo M PLAN APO 5x/0.42 ∞ / 0 F = 200 

 Mitutoyo M PLAN APO NIR 10x/0.26 ∞ / 0 F = 200 

The detection objective guides the light towards a configurable filter wheel 

that can be used to filter out all light wavelengths except for the desired one, as 

requested by the Opt3D Experiment SPIM software. Finally, a tubular lens forms 

the image over an Andor Neo 5.5 sCMOS camera (Andor Technology Ltd, 

Belfast, United Kingdom) with a thermoelectrical cooler to minimize electronic 

noise and enhance image quality. 

The Neo 5.5. sCMOS sensor has a total of 2560x2160 active pixels, and 

the actual physical detector is 6.5 μm x 6.5 μm in size. The final resolution of the 

acquired images depends on the detection objective, the physical size of the 

pixels on the camera and the binning applied to the acquisition process. 

Thus, the resolution is given by this formula: 

𝑉𝑜𝑥𝑒𝑙 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 =  
𝑃𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 × 𝐵𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙

𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑀𝑎𝑔𝑛𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
 

Binning refers to the practice of “merging” two or more pixels in the sensors 

to reduce file size and decrease acquisition time; for example, a binning of 2 

would mean the pixels would be merged in pairs and would provide a final image 

size of 1280 x 1080. 

3.7.3.- Opt3D Experiment SPIM Software 

 The SPIM is controlled by the custom-made Opt3D Experiment software 

as created by Dr. Ripoll and his team (4D-Nature Imaging Consulting, S.L., 

Madrid, Spain). It includes total control over all parameters of the device including 

active laser, attenuation level, active detection objective, sample position, etc. 
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It also includes a live feed of the detection camera with options to adjust 

visualization (for ease of image determination, as no actual changes are made to 

the acquired images) and to change actual acquisition parameters such as 

camera exposure time. Nevertheless, the most relevant part of the program is the 

ability to program and automatize the acquisition process. 

 

3.7.4.- SPIM Acquisition Procedure 

 The actual process of image acquisition with the SPIM takes advantage of 

the software’s built-in automatization functionality, and only requires manual input 

in order to find the areas of interest for acquisition. 

In order to do so, and after preparing and placing the sample in the 

support, the user must manually select the target channel and set up the 

excitation and emission parameters. Once that is done, the sample must be 

located and focused using the control knobs, the joystick and/or the position and 

objective focus controls available in the corresponding panel of the Opt3D user 

interface. After the region of interest is located, the values in the Z axis are fine-

tuned in order to cover the full volume of the sample in that region of interest; 

while it is possible to program an acquisition that also requires movement in the 

X and Y axis, it is not recommended to do so due to its complexity and the 

tendency of the different areas to require different focus values (which then would 

mean only a specific section of the acquired stack would be in-focus). 

Once the ROI is found and the parameters for the movement are set, a list 

of lasers with their corresponding filters and attenuation values is prepared, and 

Figure 16: Opt3D Experiment User Interface with details of each section's functionality. 

Objective 
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Control 
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the acquisition routine is launched; the software will then cycle through all the 

selected regions and lasers and store all the obtained images. Nevertheless, 

attention must be put by the user even if no direct action is required, as camera 

failures, while extremely uncommon, are not impossible. Such errors don’t cause 

damage to the equipment but can result in a waste of time if the botched 

acquisition is not cancelled before it runs its course, more so in the case of long 

acquisitions (that can take upwards of an hour). 

There is no hard limit on the amount of lasers that can be added to the 

scan list, but it is uncommon for samples to include more than three different 

fluorophores; while it may still be relevant to scan for autofluorescence in the 

sample for the sake of future experiments and the possibility of said 

autofluorescence “bleeding” into other channels, each additional laser 

significantly increases the acquisition time and can enhance wear-and-tear 

degradation of the lasers. Thus, only the relevant channels are acquired unless 

compelling reasons are made for the alternative. 

3.8.- Image Pre-Processing 

 While images can be examined and assessed right after acquisition in the 

SPIM, and even during acquisition using the software’s own Live Feed 

functionality, they need to be processed before they can be analysed in detail 

and used for further applications, i.e. 3D volume reconstruction and rendering. 

 In normal conditions, two main artefacts are produced during SPIM 

acquisition: stripes and illumination. Those two are prevalent to different extents 

depending of the conditions of the sample, the cuvette, the objective, etc. and 

can vary across samples or even across acquisitions. In the case of this project, 

illumination artefacts had a negligible effect on image quality and didn’t require 

correction, while stripes only required a minimal correction. 

 One additional process was required to properly carry out the 3D 

reconstruction: image size reduction and optimization. While standard SPIM 

images are stored in 16-bit format (with 16 bits per pixel, i.e. with a value range 

of 0-65536), the actual images hardly ever use the full range provided by said 

format, and in most cases the structures of interest correspond to a narrow set of 

values. Likewise, the acquired images have an extremely high file size, with 

medium-large stacks taking up several GBs, requiring lots of system resources 

for their processing. Thus, images need to be converted to 8-bit format instead, 

cutting file size in half and easing the processing and visualization while retaining 

the relevant data and only removing unused and irrelevant information. 

 The main software used for image assessment and pre-processing was 

Fiji, with the aid of the VNSR plugin. 
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3.8.1.- Fiji 

 ImageJ is a Java-based widely extensible open source image processing 

program created for scientific imaging applications. It was developed by the US 

National Institutes of Health and the University of Wisconsin’s Laboratory for 

Optical and Computational Instrumentation [47]. Fiji (also known as “(Fiji is just) 

ImageJ”) is a distribution of ImageJ that includes several software libraries with 

extended plugins and functionality and expands the range of tools and 

possibilities provided by a base ImageJ installation [48]. 

 Fiji is mainly used for the visualization of the images and the 16-bit to 8-bit 

conversion (with prior adjustment of the range of values of interest), though it also 

provides basic 3D visualization tools used for quick assessment of the possible 

final look of the 3D reconstruction of the processed stacks. 

3.8.2.- VSNR 

 VSNR (Variational Noise Stationary Removal) is a plugin for Fiji/ImageJ 

made to denoise images that include stationary noise, with the striping present in 

SPIM images being an example of such kind of noise [49]. It is capable of 

processing both 2D and 3D images, and it requires manual selection of the filters 

to be applied and related parameters such as noise level. 

 While filter selection is at first the most difficult aspect of the plugin’s 

workflow, an alternative method is provided in the form of visually assessing the 

filter needed by the images, for a quick and intuitive selection; in this case, as 

SPIM striping artefacts take the shape of white and black stripes across the 

images, filters in the shape of lines matching those present in the target images 

were chosen. 

 

 

Figure 17: A) Example of SPIM image presenting stripe artifacts and B) result of processing 
with the VSNR plugin [49] [59]. In this case, as the stripe artifact takes the shape of vertical lines 
over the sample, the filter must be shaped after a vertical line. 

A B 
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The 3D mode is recommended for proper processing of 3D image stacks 

like the ones obtained in this project; likewise, the DenoiseTV algorithm routine 

used to solve a complex optimization problem is intended as the main processing 

pipeline for images. Nevertheless, due to the huge size of the image stacks 

acquired during this process, the technical requirements for the adequate 

processing of the information were far beyond the available hardware, even after 

image size optimization; thus, the legacy 2D mode was used alongside the lighter 

and quicker (but with slightly subpar results) DenoiseH1 algorithm in order to 

allow the actual processing of the data. 

3.9.- Image Visualization 

 The processed 3D images were finally visualized with the 3D Slicer 

software. 

3.9.1.- 3D Slicer 

 3D Slicer is a free and open source multi-platform software package built 

for the analysis and visualization of medical and biological imaging data. It was 

created and enabled by a multi-disciplinary community of international 

researchers and professionals from all fields, including engineering and 

biomedicine [50] [51]. 

3D Slicer and its 3D Volume Rendering capabilities were used to 

reconstruct detailed 3D models and visualizations of the data obtained from SPIM 

images.  
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4. - RESULTS 

 The results obtained for the project were as follows: 

4.1.- Tissue Clearing of Human Melanoma 

 The thin tissue sample cleared with the CUBIC protocol showcased 

significant transparency upon visual inspection when compared to their original 

appearance, while no hints of severe tissue damage or structural alterations were 

found.  

 

On the other hand, the size of the thick block was reduced, but it turned 

out to be due to a portion of the sample being practically cut from the rest and 

only being linked to it by a very thin slice of tissue; the clearing process proved 

too much for said slice to resist. 

Whether its breakage was solely due to the action of the CUBIC reagents 

or there were other factors involved could not be determined. The main possible 

external factor for said damage is mechanical stress, as the sample was in 

constant agitation to ensure full penetration of the reagents and the antibody 

solutions. 

Figure 18: Thin sample appearance A) Before clearing with CUBIC B) After 
incubation in R1 for 48h C) After incubation in R1 for 72h D) Final result 
after R2. 

A B 

C D 
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4.2.- Transparency Measurement 

The measured values for the attenuation coefficient of the samples before, 

during and after clearing (and by extension their transparency) seemed to 

corroborate the apparent increase in transparency. 

 

A B 

C D 

Figure 19: Melanoma thick sample appearance A) Before 
incubation in CUBIC 1-A B) After incubation in R1-A for 48h 
C) After incubation in R1-A for 144h D) Final result after R2. 

Figure 20: Images used for transparency measurements of A) no sample/full transparency and 
B) non-cleared sample. 

A B 
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Three images were taken of different areas of each sample, and 5 

measurements were made on each of the images in order to be averaged and 

obtain a more representative value for the whole sample. The third image from 

the R1-cleared sample turned out to have been corrupted during the saving 

process due to an error in the data saving parameters, and thus could not be 

analyzed; by the time this was discovered, the sample had already gone through 

the full CUBIC process and could not be returned to its post-R1 state. 

Table 2: Calculated values for 5 measurements of each image and the resulting average value. 

Sweep # 
C-R1 v1 

(μ) 
C-R1 v2 

(μ) 
C-R2 v1 

(μ) 
C-R2 v2 

(μ) 
C-R2 v3 

(μ) 
NC v1 (μ) NC v2 (μ) NC v3 (μ) 

1 0,030732 0,070134 0,076713 0,068346 0,028423 1,277246 0,856807 0,882479 

2 0,049414 0,087344 0,055205 0,058748 0,044238 1,199397 0,916392 0,879731 

3 0,034733 0,070985 0,064533 0,045158 0,042884 1,227424 0,923872 1,040227 

4 0,023705 0,096617 0,085751 0,059766 0,032526 1,230735 0,839733 1,016909 

5 0,04147 0,071485 0,051892 0,061614 0,045054 1,18558 0,865515 0,903006 

Average 0,0360108 0,079313 0,066819 0,0587264 0,038625 1,2240764 0,8804638 0,94447 

Std. 
Deviation 

0,0098790 0,0120292 0,014311 0,0084566 0,0076199 0,0352618 0,0374740 0,077734 

 

The total average attenuation coefficient for each sample image was 

calculated and was compared to the values for the non-cleared samples; extra 

reference values were added in the form of post-Benzyl Alcohol/Benzyl Benzoate 

Figure 21: Images used for transparency measurements of A) post-R1 incubation sample and 
B) post-R2 incubation sample. 

A B 
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(BABB) clearing attenuation coefficients from similar samples of previous 

experiments. 

BABB is an alternate and simple clearing method that uses a 50/50 mixture 

of the two alcohols, but it is incompatible with IHC and causes a fast degradation 

of the samples, and thus was not considered for this project. It is only added to 

provide reference values for other standard clearing methods and the resulting 

attenuation coefficients they provide in the cleared tissues. 

Table 3: Average attenuation coefficients for each of the images obtained from uncleared, post-
R1 and post-R2 incubation samples. BABB reference values were taken from previous 
unpublished experiments and follow a similar measurement process [52]. 

 

Table 4: Final average attenuation coefficient values for each of the clearing stages, with 
matching error bars (using standard deviation). N=5. 
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4.3.- Histology and Transmission Electron Microscopy 

Hematoxylin & Eosin was carried out in both cleared and non-cleared 

samples, without important tissue alterations after the CUBIC clearing protocol.  

A 

B 

Figure 22: H&E stainings of A) non-cleared and B) CUBIC-cleared melanoma 
samples, 10x magnification. 
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Likewise, no significant structural differences were found between cleared 

and non-cleared samples; the examined regions were not consecutive across 

both samples so a full 1:1 match could not be established, but the overall 

appearance and structure of the tissue seemed to be consistent across the two.  

A 

B 

Figure 23: H&E stainings of A) non-cleared and B) CUBIC-cleared melanoma 
samples, 40x magnification. 
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Although the tissue seemed to be undamaged, some differences were 

observed, such as the fact that nuclei seemed to have a stronger tint in cleared 

samples than in non-cleared ones, which could be due to the method of action of 

CUBIC (lipid removal) providing better access to the nucleus for hematoxylin. 

Nevertheless, the structure of the tissue itself seemed to remain mostly 

untouched, thus confirming CUBIC-cleared tissues as a valid source of 

information on tissue structure and characteristics. 

Figure 24: Transmission Electron Microscopy images of A) non-cleared samples and B) 
cleared samples, 3000x magnification. 

A 

B 
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Likewise, no significant differences were observed in the case of TEM. 

Cleared samples seemed to present loss of cellular membranes, a slightly higher 

number of empty vesicles and spaces inside the cells, which could be due to the 

lipid-removing action of the CUBIC reagents, but whether that was indeed the 

cause, or it was simply due to other factors could not be determined with total 

certainty. Nevertheless, the cellular structure itself was observed to remain mostly 

untouched. 

Figure 25:Transmission Electron Microscopy images of A) non-cleared samples and B) 
cleared samples, 6000x magnification. 

A 

B 
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4.4.- Confocal Microscopy 

Confocal microscopy images were successfully acquired on the cleared 

samples, with their visualization being similar in quality to that of those obtained 

through standard procedures for confocal imaging. 

 

 

The IHC assays were successful as well and seemed to have targeted 

their epitopes with adequate specificity; DAPI labelled the nuclei of all cells while 

Factor VIII was observed to be present throughout the length of blood vessels 

and showcase their layout and structure. 

Figure 26: Results of DAPI IHC labelling, 10x magnification confocal microscopy, thin 
sample. 
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Figure 27: Results of Factor VIII IHC labelling, 10x magnification confocal 
microscopy, thin sample. 

A B 

Figure 28: Results of A) DAPI and B) Factor VIII IHC labelling, 20x magnification confocal microscopy, thin 
sample. 
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Figure 29: Combined results of DAPI (Blue) and Factor VIII (Green) IHC 
labelling, 20x magnification confocal microscopy, thin sample. 
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4.5.- SPIM Imaging 

SPIM images of human melanoma were successfully acquired as well, 

with full light penetration achieved throughout the whole sample and with 

remarkable antibody penetration as well, with no more differences between 

superficial areas and deep regions than those to be expected in similar 

circumstances with other tissues and stains. 

 

 

This was more prevalent in the case of Factor VIII with the AlexaFluor 647 

secondary antibody, confirming the previous data that outlined higher 

wavelengths as better suited for penetration and reduction of interference and 

autofluorescence. Likewise, the stripes artefact also proved to be much less 

apparent in the 647 channel while still providing the relevant information, reducing 

the required processing time and power for proper observation and analysis and 

helping optimize the process. 

DAPI, on the other hand, did show significant autofluorescence and the 

ensuing stripes artefact, slightly difficulting the general assessment of the 

structure of the tissue as a whole. 

 

A B 

Figure 30: SPIM images of A) DAPI staining and B) Factor VIII staining, 5x magnification SPIM 
microscopy, thick sample. 
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A 

B 

Figure 31: SPIM images of A) DAPI and B) Factor VIII, 10x magnification SPIM microscopy, 
thick sample. 
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4.6.- Image Processing 

The absence of significant autofluorescence or the stripes artefact on the 

Factor VIII images meant no further processing of was needed outside of minor 

adjustments for visualization and the file type conversion due to the processing 

power limitations. DAPI images were successfully processed with the use of 

VSNR and Fiji. 

Figure 32: A) Original SPIM acquired image with stripes artefact and B) image after 
VSNR filtering with the artefact removed. 

A 

B 
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4.7.- Human Melanoma Vasculature 3D Image Reconstruction 

After the required image processing, the acquired stacks were 

successfully reconstructed in the 3D Slicer software, providing a detailed model 

of the vasculature of the sample in the studied regions and showcasing the high 

amount of vascularization throughout the whole tumour. 

Figure 33: 3D reconstructions of vasculature structure from acquired SPIM images, 5x 
magnification. 
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Figure 34: 3D reconstruction of vasculature structure from acquired SPIM images, 5x 
magnification. 

Figure 35: 3D reconstruction of vasculature structure from acquired SPIM images, 2x 
magnification. 
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Figure 37: 3D reconstruction of vasculature structure from acquired SPIM images, 2x 
magnification. 

Figure 36: 3D reconstruction of vasculature structure from acquired SPIM images, 10x 
magnification. 
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5. - DISCUSSION AND FUTURE PROSPECTS 

 The aim of this project was to optimize the CUBIC protocol for clearing of 

human melanoma samples for their further examination in confocal and SPIM 

microscopy, with the purpose of studying their 3D structure and more specifically 

the vasculature network. A positive result of this project could also open the door 

to similar structural studies of other tissues and samples, providing more relevant 

information for any pathology with similar characteristics. 

The tissue sample used for this end was of high clinical value, as it was 

sourced from a real clinical case, thus accurately representing the real structure 

and appearance of melanoma better than a laboratory model or in vitro melanoma 

cell culture would. 

CLEARING AND IHC ASSAY OF HUMAN MELANOMA SAMPLES 

The CUBIC/1-A clearing protocol was checked to work on amelanotic 

melanoma samples coupled with IHC and optimized for that purpose.  

Transparency measurements confirmed what the initial visual inspection 

had suggested: the samples cleared with the CUBIC/1-A protocol showed a very 

significant reduction in their attenuation coefficient and by extension opacity, 

making them transparent and enabling the use of confocal and SPIM microscopy 

on them without the need for conventional sectioning. Thus, no further physical 

alterations of the sample took place and the three-dimensional structure was 

maintained. 

On top of that, the obtained values showcase a better result that other 

alternative clearing methods, proving CUBIC as the best suited for this purpose 

after taking its simplicity and affordability into account. Other methods are 

incompatible with IHC assays, take much longer, or require much more complex 

and expensive reagents or supplies, while CUBIC fulfils its purpose successfully 

and effectively for the applications laid out in this project. 

Likewise, the incubation periods were adjusted to provide the optimal final 

transparency while being compatible with the IHC process, requiring the minimal 

possible manipulation of the sample. The IHC itself worked flawlessly, with the 

whole sample being labelled in a mostly consistent manner by the penetrating 

antibodies, which were in no way hindered by the clearing process and could 

even have been enhanced (through tissue solubilisation). 

EFFECTS OF CUBIC/1-A ON TISSUE STRUCTURE 

No significant evidence was found of alterations to the tissue structure 

caused by the CUBIC/1-A clearing process.  
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While differences between non-cleared and cleared samples were 

observed in the histology and electron microscopy images, they did not affect the 

overall structure of the cells. One example of these differences was a stronger 

and darker dye on cell nuclei, which was theorized to be caused by the tissue 

solubilisation and lipid removal action of CUBIC providing hematoxylin with a 

much easier access to the nucleus and thus enhancing its dyeing action. 

3D IMAGING OF IHC-LABELLED CLEARED HUMAN MELANOMA 

High resolution confocal and SPIM images of the melanoma vasculature 

were successfully acquired. 

The tissue clearing process provided the samples with satisfactory light 

penetration deep enough to allow confocal and SPIM fluorescence images to be 

acquired for further study. No significant drawbacks or limitations were found, as 

there were no major illumination artefacts or unevenly lighted areas, and signal 

depth was only limited by antibody penetration (which was satisfactory but not 

absolute as endogenous labelling would be, for example). 

The stripes artefact was present in the case of the 405/475 nm channel, 

corresponding to DAPI, but not to an extent that would be problematic; likewise, 

autofluorescence was observed. On the other hand, the 635/670 nm channel 

practically lacked any artefact or interference, with no trace of stripes nor 

autofluorescence, and provided an even better signal than DAPI. Thus, the 

AlexaFluor 647 dye can be used for any further studies that require high-quality 

images with as little artefacts as possible as opposed to other dyes of lower 

wavelength; 3D reconstruction efforts are an example of such cases. 

Stack size was limited by acquisition time and file size constraints and was 

mostly kept down to a few millimetres, but continuous stacks spanning the whole 

sample could have been acquired as well in order to provide a complete large-

scale atlas of the vasculature of the samples. 

IMAGE PROCESSING FOR RECONSTRUCTION 

Images were processed in order to remove artefacts and prepare them for 

analysis and 3D reconstruction. 

As a result of the 647 dye being so effective while lacking any major 

artefacts, no significant image processing was needed for the vasculature images 

outside of the file size optimizations required by the limited processing resources 

available. This saved time that would have been spent processing the images 

and also avoided the loss of information that could have come from processing; 

the latter is an unfortunate consequence of the processing itself, and while by no 

means significant provided the proper parameters are chosen while filtering the 

images, the lack of this step guarantees all acquired information will be present 

in the final result. 
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Nevertheless, the DAPI images did showcase this artefact, and the VSNR 

algorithm proved effective at removing them while keeping the biologically 

relevant information practically unaltered. It even allowed the visualization of 

features that would otherwise have been obscured by the artefact; in this specific 

case, nuclei that were present but not visually apparent due to the surrounding 

stripes were revealed by the filtering. 

3D RECONSTRUCTION AND VISUALIZATION OF MELANOMA VASCULATURE 

A reconstruction of the 3D architecture of the human melanoma 

vasculature was carried out. 

The high-quality images acquired with the SPIM were promptly processed 

with the aid of the 3DSlicer software to generate the corresponding 3D model of 

the vasculature. 

It would be possible to put the models through a more in-depth analysis, 

providing information on the structure of the tumour-induced angiogenesis and 

potentially being of relevance in further investigations; examples of such data 

include the diameter of the capillaries, the general pattern followed by the new 

vessels (if any), the presence and distribution of bigger or better-formed vessels 

and their possible relation with certain types of cells or aggregates, the presence 

of areas with worse irrigation leading to the creation of niches, etc. 

Likewise, it would be possible to apply the basics of this project to similar 

structures, like the distribution of extracellular matrix throughout the tumour, or 

the spatial distribution of certain features or elements of interest. 
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6. - SOCIOECONOMIC IMPACT 

As one of the most prevalent types of cancer and the main cause of skin 

cancer-related deaths, melanoma has an associated economic burden for society 

and its productivity due to the loss of life and the resources being poured into its 

treatment. The direct cost of measures up to around €400 million for the 

European Union alone, with additional morbidity and mortality costs of €217 

million and €2.152 billion, respectively, resulting in a crude total of €2.7 billion 

being lost each year due to melanoma [53]. 

A better understanding of the particularities of melanoma and its 

mechanisms for metastasis is crucial for the enhancement of its treatment and 

prevention, which in turn would result in the reduction of its mortality and morbidity 

and the ensuing financial pressure it puts on society. 

With angiogenesis being one of the main factors in metastasis generation 

in melanoma (and in turn is the prevalent metastasis that cause the high levels 

of mortality), detailed knowledge of the process and the resulting vasculature 

could prove insightful and help in the optimization of existing treatments or the 

development of new ones; likewise, similar studies could be carried out with other 

specific targets that would provide similarly valuable information. Thus, further 

studies should be carried out to assess the possibilities showcased by this new 

research focus. 
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7. - PROJECT COSTS 

 The final cost for the project was calculated by organizing the expenses 

into three different categories of resources: human resources, laboratory 

material and technical equipment. 

HUMAN RESOURCES 

 These costs comprise the salaries for the team members involved in the 

project. 

Table 5: Human Resources Costs 

Human Resource Cost/Hour Working Hours TOTAL COST 

Project Manager/PI €35 400 €14,000 

Student €25 850 €21,250 

   €35,250 

 

TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT 

 These costs include the laboratory devices and hardware and the 

software used during the process. “Miscellaneous” includes the combination of 

minor instruments and expenses such as the precision balance, magnetic 

stirrer, micropipette, Vortex, etc. 

Table 6: Technical Equipment Costs 

Equipment Average 

lifetime 

in years 
 

 

 

Unit 

cost 

Units Depreciation 

per month 

Months 

used 

TOTAL 

COST 

SPIM 10 €120,000 1 €1,000 4 €4,000 

SPIM software 

licenses 

1 €1,000 1 €83.33 4 €333.32 

Confocal 

microscope 

10 €40,000 1 €1,000 1 €1,000 

ImageJ/Fiji 

software license 

N/A €0 1 €0 10 €0 

3dSlicer license N/A €0 1 €0 10 €0 

MATLAB 

software license 

1 €2,000 1 €166.66 4 €666.64 
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Microsoft Office 

2010 license 

2 €139 1 €5.80 10 €58 

Personal 

computer and 

spare parts 

5 €2,500 1 €35 10 €350 

Shaker 5 €5,000 1 €83.33 10 €833.3 

Miscellaneous 5 €4,500 1 €75 10 €750 

      €7,991.26 

 

LABORATORY MATERIAL 

 These costs cover the different reagents, compounds and other 

expendable products used during the project. 

Table 7: Laboratory Material Costs 

Laboratory material Units Cost/Unit TOTAL COST 

Clearing reagents 1 €400 €400 

Laboratory reagents 1 €500 €500 

IHC primary antibodies 8 €250 €2,000 

IHC secondary 

antibodies 

6 €100 €600 

Misc. expendable 

laboratory material 

12 €35 €420 

   €3,920 
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APPENDIX 

MATLAB CODES 

The MATLAB scripts used in the project are presented below. 

Transparency measurement 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% Modified by Vicente Llorente, Original by Alicia Arevalo 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

clear; clc; 

[file_control_name, file_control_path] = uigetfile('*.tif', 'Select the control 

image:'); 

file_control = strcat(file_control_path,file_control_name); 

if length(file_control) == 0 

    disp('No valid control file chosen, exiting program'); 

    return 

end 

i_control = imread(file_control); 

[file_sample_name, file_sample_path] = uigetfile('*.tif', 'Select the sample image:'); 

file_sample = strcat(file_sample_path,file_sample_name); 

if length(file_sample) == 0 %#ok<*ISMT> 

    disp('No valid sample file chosen, exiting program'); 

    return 

end 

i_sample = imread(file_sample); 

 

L = input('Input the thickness of the sample in mm: '); 

 

i_control = rgb2gray(i_control); 

i_sample = rgb2gray(i_sample); 

 

img_size = size(i_control); 

rect_size = round(0.1*img_size); 

 

number_regions = 3; 

    position = zeros(number_regions,4); 

    intensity = zeros(number_regions,1); 

    intensity_sample = zeros(number_regions,1); 

%&% control 

        fig = figure(); 

        imshow(i_control,[]); 

        h = imrect(gca, [round(img_size([2 1])./2) rect_size([2 1])]); 

        setResizable(h,false) 

 

        for region_idx = 1:3 

            position(region_idx,:) = wait(h); 

 

            img_cropped = imcrop(i_control,position(region_idx,:)); 

            intensity(region_idx) = mean(img_cropped(:)); 

 

            h = imrect(gca, [round(img_size([2 1])./2) rect_size([2 1])]); % 

            setResizable(h,false) 

        end 
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        close(fig); 

mean_control = mean(intensity); 

%&% sample 

    fig = figure(); 

        imshow(i_sample,[]); 

        h = imrect(gca, [round(img_size([2 1])./2) rect_size([2 1])]); 

        setResizable(h,false) 

 

        for region_idx = 1:3 

            position(region_idx,:) = wait(h); 

 

            img_cropped = imcrop(i_sample,position(region_idx,:)); 

            intensity_sample(region_idx) = mean(img_cropped(:)); 

 

            h = imrect(gca, [round(img_size([2 1])./2) rect_size([2 1])]); % 

            setResizable(h,false) 

        end 

        close(fig); 

 

 mean_sample = mean(intensity_sample); 

%&% Result 

mu = log(mean_sample/mean_control)*(1/-L); 

 

fprintf('The attenuation coefficient is %f mm^-1 \n', mu); 

Published with MATLAB® R2016b 

SOLUTIONS 

Recipes for the solutions used in the project are presented below. 

CUBIC-Reagent 1 (50mL) 

 22 mL of distilled water (35% by wt) 

 12.5 g of urea (25% by wt) 

 10 g of N, N, N´, N´-tetrakis (2-hydroxy-propyl) ethylene diamine (25% by 

wt) 

 7.5 ml of Triton X-100 (15% by wt) 

Place 22 mL of distilled water on a beaker with a stirrer and add 10 g of 

Tetrakis (care must be put in this step as it is a very viscous substance). Once it 

is completely dissolved, add 12.5g of Urea and continue stirring until it dissolves. 

Add 7.5 mL of Triton X-100. Add distilled water up to 50 mL. Pass through a 40 

μm filter/cell strainer. Store at 4ºC. 

R1 can be used up to 7 days after its preparation. A subtle ammonia smell 

would indicate the precipitation of urea and would mean the solution can no 

longer be used. 

http://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab
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CUBIC-Reagent 1-A (50mL) 

 37.5 mL of distilled water (35% by wt) 

 5 g of urea (10% by wt) 

 2.5 g of N, N, N´, N´-tetrakis (2-hydroxy-propyl) ethylene diamine (5% by 

wt) 

 5 ml of Triton X-100 (10% by wt) 

Place 37.5 mL of distilled water on a beaker with a stirrer and add 2.5 g of 

Tetrakis (care must be put in this step as it is a very viscous substance). Once it 

is completely dissolved, add 5 g of Urea and continue stirring until it dissolves. 

Add 5 mL of Triton X-100. Add distilled water up to 50 mL. Pass through a 40 μm 

filter/cell strainer. Store at 4ºC. 

As with the standard R1, R1-A can be used up to 7 days after its 

preparation. A subtle ammonia smell would indicate the precipitation of urea and 

would mean the solution can no longer be used. 

CUBIC-Reagent 2 (50ml) 

 7.5 mL of distilled water (15% by wt) 

 5 ml of triethanolamine (1% by wt) 

 25 g of sucrose (50% by wt)  

 12.5 g of urea (25% by wt) 

Weight a beaker with a stirrer and note down the value. Add 25 g of sucrose 

and stir at 800 RPM and 100ºC until it is completely dissolved. Cover with 

aluminium foil and progressively check the weight and adjust it to the right value 

(weight of beaker and stirrer + 7.5 g from the water + 25 g from the sucrose). 

Once it is completely dissolved, 12.5 g of urea and continue stirring at 30ºC. Add 

5 mL of triethanolamine. Add distilled water up to 50 mL. Pass through a 40 μm 

filter/cell strainer. Store at 4ºC. 

PBS 10x (1 L) 

 80.06 g (1.37M) of NaCl 

 1.12 g (15mM) of KCl 

 11.36 g (80 mM) of Na2HPO4 

 3.67 g (27mM) of KH2PO4 

Place 500 mL of distilled water in a beaker with a stirrer and add each 

component one after the other, making sure they are completely dissolved before 

moving on to the next. Once all four have been added, fill with distilled water up 

to 1 L. 
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PBS 1x (1 L) 

 100 mL of 10x PBS 

 900 mL of distilled water 

Add 100 mL of 10X PBS to 900 mL of distilled water and stir generously. 

Check the pH value and adjust it by adding NaOH or HCL as needed until it 

stabilizes around 7.4. 

PBT 0.1% Washing Solution (1 L) 

 1 mL Triton 100x 

 1000 mL PBS 1x 

Add 1 mL of Triton 100x to 1 L of 1x PBS and stir generously. 

Primary Antibody Solution (20 mL) 

 0.1 g of Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) 

 0.002 g of Sodium Azide (NaN3) 

Add 0.1 g of BSA and 0.002 g of NaN3 to 20 mL of PBT 0.1% and stir 

generously. 

The solution can be aliquoted in small quantities and stored at -20ᵒC until 

used. 

Secondary Antibody Solution (20 mL) 

 0.02 g of Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) 

 0.002 g of Sodium Azide (NaN3) 

Add 0.1 g of BSA and 0.002 g of NaN3 to 20 mL of PBT 0.1% and stir 

generously. 

The solution can be aliquoted in small quantities and stored at -20ᵒC until 

used. 


